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THE POWER GAME
So, if all of us don't need so manv gears, wh1, d<_r Lrompa-

nies offer drivetrains u,ith up to 30 different choices? The
reason really comes down to pou,er and efficiency. If you
compare a motorcycle that runs on petrol and a bicycle that
runs on Clif Bars, there's obviously going to be a hu5ie dis-
crepancy in the amount of power output; moreover, there,s a
huge discrepanclr in the range of revs that can be put out
betr,veen the trvo "motors." Whereas a motorcycle has a huge
range of rpm that can produce relatively efficient power, the
bike simply has to stay close to the middle. The litt1e steps
betu,een gears a1lou, cyclists to keep a consistent cadence and
stay efficient, because, 1et's face it, u,e just don't have a lot of
energy to waste r,vhen we're sweating it out on the trail.

The Classic
Triple Chainring Sptem

Since the mountain bike drivetrain u,as invented, riders
have been using triples. (Unless you count the coaster-brake
drivetrains they used at the Repack races in Mar.in County.)
Believe it or not, they are sti1l very relevant for many riders.

Advantages:
o Offers the largest gear range that can conquer any hill or

descent with the correct gear ratio.
o It's a tried-and-true system that's been refined over years

of development.
o Adaptable to just about any wheel size, terrain or rider.
. A 22- or 24-tooth smal1 ring works as a "ripcord" to give

the rider a quick, ultra-Iow gear for climbing.
o The underrated32- or 33-tooth middle ring will keep

you in the middle of the cassette in most any circumstance.

Disadvantages:
o The large range of gears can also be more difficult to

tune and keep from rubbing, since the chain must pul1 at
more e.xtrel11e angles lo accommodate the 6iears.

o Many of the gears in a triple system are duplicated. A
triple system only has about hall of the unique gear ratio
choices you would expect from the "3O-speed" claim.

. Large gaps in the front chainrings usually mean several
"correction shifts" at the rear derailleur to find the right
gear after a front shift.

o Most riders wiil spend the vast majority of their ride
time in the middle ring and wear it out prematurely.

The New Contender
2x Chainring System

Like any "new" mountain bike technology, the 2x chain-
ring system is not rea1ly new There have been 2x drive-
trains in the past, but it was SRAM who championed the
concept for the modern mountain bike. The simplified sys-
tem offered a more useable range of Eiears, but limited the
absolute top and bottom ends in the process.

Advantages:
. Simplified chainlines mean less rubbing from the front

derailleur and in our experience, crisper shifting betr.r,een
the trvo front rings.

o Increased piround clearance from losing the big ring can
be the difference between clearing and high centering on
obstacles, especially if the double system is accompanied by
a shift-compatible chainguide.

o The chainring sizes on a 2x will be more useable. While
5,ou'11 typically find yourself shifting in the front more often,
the drivetrain tends to wear more evenly rather than just
staying in a single ring all the time.

o Progression between gears on a 2x just makes more
sense for most riders.

Disadvantages:
o Loss of the highest and lowest gear ratios-although not

by much compared to a triple setup.
o Sti11 uses a front derailleur, so while dropped chains are

not much of an issue, the1, can happen.

Keeping it racy: A double-chainring setup is a favorite among
racers, but don't think that means it's not for trail riders too. The
smaller range of gears is much more useable and makes shifting
more reliable. Call it a placebo effect, but we also find ourselves
pushing a slightly higher gear with this compared to the triple.
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This is the preferred choice for gravity riders, since it
provides the highest 1eve1 of chain manapiement on rough
terrain. However, we've seen these heavy-duty guides
creeping onto long-travel trailbikes of riders who are
strongl enough to pay the dues on the climb and reap the
benefits on the descents.

Advantages:
o A single ring doesn't need shift ramps on the chain-

ring and can be run with a chainguide. When this system
is coupled with a clutch-style derailleur, it's the most fool-
proof setup we've tested for gnarly terrain.

o When set up properly, this system is typically the
most quiet drivetrain for chain-slap.

Disadvantages:
o Not for the faint of heart. The large compromise in

gearing range is only enjoyed by the strongest of riders.
Unless you don't mind an occasional hike-a-bike section,
or yorl possess super-human stren$th, this system proba-
bly isn't for you.

Okay, maybe not that retro. Single-speeds are just plain
coo1. If you're a single-speed rider, you already know it
and probably don't need to read an article about giearing
anyway.

Advantages:
. Get to feel like the coolest kid in school when you

clean a climb your buddies needed gears for.
o lt's the iightest, simplest and most efficient drivetrain

in terms of energy transfer.
o Absolutely no chain-slap.

Disadvantagies:
o It's usually slower. Just compare race times where

there's a single-speed category.
o Doesn't work on most fu11-suspension bikes because of

chain growth.
o It hurts to climb on these things, and smooth, pedally

sections will leave you topped out.
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The Bio Gun
1x Sysfem With Chainguide

The Retro
Single-Speed System
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